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The Arthurian Romances

Grail Quests



• Geoffrey of Monmouth: Historia Regum Britanniae (1136) 
Latin. Takes legends of Arthur to create national epic of the 
Anglo-Welsh-Norman-Breton empire of Henry I-II

• Wace: Roman de Brut (1155) translation of Geoffrey into 
French couplets. Won advancement from Henry II at 
Bayeux. Round Table.

• Layamon Brut (1190) translates Wace into Middle English 
alliterative epic. Arthur taken to Avalon by Morgana

• Chrétien de Troyes (1160-1190): Arthurian Romances: “The 
Knight of the Cart,” “The Knight with the Lion”

• Wolfram von Eschenbach (1195-1225) Parzival















Yvain, “The Knight with the 
Lion”

http://sites.cal.msu.edu/iwein/exhi
bits/show/watercolors/1

http://sites.cal.msu.edu/iwein/exhibits/show/watercolors/1


Chrétien’s “Knight with the Lion” (Yvain)
Camelot: Arthur’s Sleep, Calogrenant’s Tale

Forest: Wild Man of the Woods
Tree, Spring, Stone, Cup (300)
Battle with the Black Knight (Esclados) (306)
Portcullis and Lunette’s Ring (Invisibility)
Sacred Marriage (Sun and Moon, Investiture)
Arrival of Arthur and his Knights

Camelot: Yvain Forgets Laudine (Divestiture and Departure)

Forest: Healing Ointment (Morgan the Wise) (332)
Reinvestiture

Heroic Deeds: Count Alier for Lady Noroison
Harpin the Giant for Gawain’s Niece
Lion and Rescue of Lunette

Weaving Women (361)

Camelot: Fight with Gawain, Reconciliation with Laudine



One fine Pentecost Sunday, King Arthur astonishes his 
courtiers by retiring to his room with Guenevere after lunch. 
His retirement is a lovely symbol of the psychodynamics of 
marriage, of the retreat of the libido from an outer to an inner 
room of the psyche—from the ego to the unconscious self. 
This is so unprecedented that some members of the court are 
offended and do not spare their comments.”

The offense is intensified when the King is detained so 
long by his dalliance with the Queen that he apparently ‘falls 
asleep’ by her side.

One of the courtiers, Calogrenant, then begins to tell a story 
which he might very well never have started in the King’s 
company; for just as Arthur’s post-Pentecostal dalliance with 
his wife is offensive, so the tale Calogrenant begins is a story 
that was not to his honor but to his shame.





While traveling in quest of adventure, Calogrenant had 
come upon a dense forest, a difficult track full of briars and 
thorns. He came to a clearing where unruly and ferocious wild 
bulls were fighting in front of a churlish giant some seventeen 
feet tall. The giant was huge and hideous, with a head longer 
than a pack horse, ears like an elephant, brows and eyes like 
an owl, nose like a cat, mouth like a wolf, and teeth like a 
boar!

This Wild Man of the Woods may be the great Druid, 
Merlin, whose magic is ultimately derived from the mysticism 
of the forest, into which he retires at death, wreathed round 
about by a tower of white thorns. He was a very popular figure 
in European folklore, sometimes associated with the Green 
Man.































































The wild man directs Calogrenant to an enormous tree, 
with an emerald stone and a clear fountain beneath it, 
where the marvels and the terrors of the sacred mysteries 
of marriage begin. The tree is the loveliest tree that Nature 
ever managed to create. It never loses its leaves the whole 
year round. In its shade, a spring colder than marble boils 
up, and there is a golden cup hanging from the tree, beside 
a large emerald supported by four rubies bright as the sun.

Calogrenant uses the golden cup to pour water from the 
spring onto the emerald. When he does so, all hell breaks 
loose: there is a terrific clap of thunder, followed by a 
hailstorm coming from more than fourteen directions. The 
storm shatters all the neighboring trees.

When the storm ends, the branches and leaves of the 
tree from which the golden ladle hangs are completely 
covered by birds, which sing an ecstatic pastorale in a 
magnificently serene and transcendently pacified 
atmosphere.



All of the elements of this description are archetypal—tree, 
spring, golden cup, gemstone, and thunderbolt—and together 
yield one of the great moments in the Arthurian tradition. 
Celtic mythology revolved around a kind of archetypal 
arboretum which formed the very basis of their alphabet, po-
etry, and religious rituals. In Norse myth, the world tree is 
called Yggdrasil; it is rooted in the underworld and ascends 
through Middle Earth to branch into the heavens.

But the tree is also Biblical, the place where the opposites 
of good and evil are reconciled by rituals of transformation: 
does the spring beneath it boil or freeze? Is the basin iron or 
gold? Is the slab rock or emerald? All are both and the same, 
since the tree represents the place where heaven and hell 
marry on earth, where tempest yields to Paradise, and where 
iron is transmuted into alchemical gold.









Inspired by Calogrenant’s story, Yvain sneaks out, unob-
served by the court, to beat the other courtiers to the quest. 
Yvain repeats the stages of the journey up to the arrival of the 
Black Knight after the tempest is unleashed, when the water in 
the golden ladle is poured on the emerald at the base of the 
tree. After a long and fierce battle beside the spring, Yvain 
delivers a savage blow that severs the Black Knight’s helmet 
and splits his skull, spattering bloody bits of brain all over his 
armor.

Mortally wounded, Esclados (the Black Knight) races back 
to his castle with Yvain in fast pursuit. Yvain is much con-
cerned, at this point, for if Esclados escapes he will lose the 
evidence of victory needed to secure his glory and escape 
Kay’s taunting back at Camelot.









Yvain chases the Black Knight through the portcullis leading 
into the castle. The gate contains a hidden blade that slices 
Yvain’s horse in half and cuts his heels. The Black Knight, 
however, escapes through a second gateway into the city, leaving 
Yvain precariously trapped in a hallway between the two gates.

Yvain is suspended between the courtly and the supernatural 
realms, which are divided by doorways, such as the ones Inanna, 
Lancelot, Sir Orfeo, and others had to pass through during their 
journeys to the underworld. The threshold signifies a transition 
from the material to the spiritual world.

Lunette, a beautiful maid, emerges from a secret door to give 
Yvain a ring that renders him as invisible as wood covered by the 
bark. The simile is suggestive of the mythical properties of the 
great tree where Yvain’s threshold battle began: like Osiris 
buried in the cedar of the djed pillar, Yvain is now an invisible 
captive in the realm from which only his wife to be—Laudine, 
the Lady of the Fountain—can deliver him.









Lunette takes Yvain to a hidden room, where he can look 
out at the lords and ladies of the castle, who are crazed with 
grief beside the bier of the Black Knight. The wounds of the 
corpse suddenly open up again, and the fresh blood runs clear 
and crimson—positive proof that the man who had killed the 
Black Knight is near by.

Yvain is disturbed by the burial of the corpse and the 
lamentations of the courtiers because it removes positive evi-
dence of his victory, which he will need to prove himself in 
the face of Kay’s malicious mockery and abuse.

Yvain is now wounded himself—by the sight of Laudine
grieving over the bloody, mutilated corpse of the Black 
Knight. “Having mortally wounded her husband,” Yvain 
wonders in his love-stricken grief, “do I think I can be 
reconciled with her?”





Apparently he can be, with the extended manipulations of 
Laudine’s maid Lunette, who tells her of imminent arrival of 
King Arthur is imminent, and that she will need a man to defend 
her fountain and kingdom. So Laudine, the Lady of the Fountain, 
now marries Yvain, the man who had slain her husband, and who 
will now become the next guardian of the mystical tree and 
fountain (Freud would note the Oedipal implications; Frazer the 
parallels with the “King of the Wood”)

Laudine—along with her tree, emerald stone, and fountain—
symbolizes the Great Goddess, the source of life, into whose 
mysteries Yvain is to be initiated by the sacred marriage. Those 
mysteries concern a reconciliation of opposites, and a transition 
from the material to the spiritual world.

Just as the tree embraced the creative and destructive powers 
nature, so Laudine enacts within her castle walls the mysteries of 
the life and death; the funeral and the marriage ceremonies take 
place in only a couple of days. These two ceremonies combine 
the mythical powers of the Great Goddess to take life, and to 
give it back, through the renewed fertility made possible by mar-
riage. 



During the marriage festivities, a relationship develops 
between Yvain’s friend Gawain and the maid, Lunette. Although 
this relationship is primarily an example of Gawain’s legendary 
prowess as a courtly lover, it also conceals mythological symbol-
ism important to the marriage mysteries: Lunette is compared to 
the moon, courted by the sun, personified by Gawain. 

The marriage of the sun and the moon is an old symbol: in 
Homer’s Odyssey, the reunion of Odysseus and Penelope occurs 
at the end of a twenty year cycle, referred to as the Great Solar 
Year, when the new moon and summer solstice coincide. The 
solar principle represents eternity, the masculine, gold, and the 
King; while the moon represents time, the feminine, silver, and 
the Queen.

Such imagery was found frequently in alchemical illustra-
tions, and in Medieval paintings of the Crucifixion, in which we 
find a sun and moon on either side of the cross. The reason for 
this is that the date of Easter is the first Sunday after the first full 
moon after the spring equinox.





After the marriage, Yvain returns to Camelot, leaving the 
timeless realms of faerie enchantment. Laudine grants him a 
year’s leave of absence. If he should overstep this limit, she 
warns, her love will change to hate. She gives him a ring to 
remember his promise to return

But Yvain forgets his promise.
A messenger from his forgotten wife arrives at Camelot 

and declares him to be a disloyal traitor, a liar and a deceiver, 
who has abandoned and duped Laudine. Since Yvain is a false, 
treacherous thief, he must return the ring and forsake the 
pleasure of his wife’s company and love.

His attachment to the worldly concerns of his temporal 
identity has led him to forget the radiance of his eternal life in 
the otherworld, to which he is now recalled.



Yvain’s first thought is to flee into the wilderness, into 
the pit of Hell, to a land so wild that nobody would know 
where to look for him. His journey to hell is caused by the 
marital crisis of separation; it produces a kind of psycho-
logical derangement which leads to Yvain’s departure into 
the forests of the unconscious, and to the total disin-
tegration of his courtly personality.

Delirious with grief, he tears off his clothes and flees 
into the woods, where he lives completely naked and mad. 
His psychotic break dramatizes the pathology of the 
‘forest madness’ of the lover so popular during the Middle 
Ages.

There is a very real potential for growth in this moment 
of marital madness: only the ego that is stripped down to 
the bone can be transformed for the better. Yvain’s 
breakdown obliterates his courtly self in order to initiate 
change.



A year later, Yvain is discovered asleep in the forest by 
three women (two damsels and their Lady). These three 
women represent Triple Goddess of Celtic mythology, and the 
three fates of Classical. The Lady remembers an ointment, 
given her by Morgan the Wise, that has the power to clear any 
head of madness and frenzy.

Morgan the Wise is the mysterious Morgan le Fay, called 
Morgan the Goddess in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.

One of the maidens rubs Yvain’s temples, forehead, and 
body, curing his madness and depression. Hence, the eternal 
feminine is both the cause and the cure of Yvain’s breakdown: 
Laudine, the Lady of the Fountain, drives him mad; Lady 
Noroison and the two maidens, incarnations of Morgan the 
Wise, restore his wandering wits, and bring him back to life.







Yvain’s return to health initiates a sequence of adventures that 
develop his potential qualities as a husband, and as a Christian 
knight in the service of the community:

• Yvain defeats Count Alier and reclaims the plundered lands of 
Lady Noroison

• kills Harpin of the Mountain, a giant who is pestering Gawain’s 
niece

• frees 300 maidens impressed into a kind of slave labor by two 
sons of the Devil

• rescues Lunette from burning at the stake, to which Laudine has 
condemned her for conspiracy

Yvain is aided in these tasks by a lion, which he saves from a 
dragon. During this entire second episode, Yvain is known as “The 
Knight with the Lion,” a fact which suggests the new orientation of 
his identity.

























Approaches

RRC: Russian Formalists (Propp): Defamiliarization, Elementary Ideas
Psychoanalytic (Freud/Jung): Dreamwork, Tagesreste, Complex
Archetypalist (Hillman): Pathologizing, Imaginal Archetypes
Myth (Campbell): Threshold Crossing and Battle

Myth: Zimmer: Merlin, Lady of the Fountain, Lion
Frazer: Golden Bough, Sacred Marriage (Diana & King of the Wood)
Weston: Ritual to Romance

Tree: Celtic (Druids), Norse (Yggdrasil & Wotan), Christian (Eva/Ave)

Stone: Iron to Gold, Stone to Emerald (Alchemy, Individuation, Mandala)
Bachelor to Husband (Owen), Christian Knight (Hunt)


